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          WebViewer Version:


	UI version	‘7.3.2’
	Core version	‘7.3.2’
	Build	‘NS8xMS8yMDIxfDk4ZWU2NjUyYQ==’
	WebViewer Server	false
	Full API	false



Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

Yes

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Tried it, its working fine but my some files are working fine and some are not working.

Are you using the WebViewer server?

No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

No on all browser

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

Using Pure Javascript

Is your issue related to annotations?

Yes

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

Below is Complete Video of the issue
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add-revision-comment-building-supervision-dashboard-28-january-2022_ZxshGeJj.mp4


  1 file sent via WeTransfer, the simplest way to send your files around the world
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	How to save and load a custom property on an annotation?
	Creating custom annotations for your viewer - Saving the custom annotation
	Get & convert PDF coordinates using JavaScript - Converting between PDF and viewer coordinates
	Save Annotations in Mendix - Adding a custom attribute

APIs:	AnnotationUser
	Core.Tools. TextUnderlineCreateTool - mouseLeftUp(e)
	Core - COMPATIBILITY

Forums:	Loading XOD documents in the viewer
	Form Contents goes away when clicking the forms button on the toolbar
	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
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          Hello,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer Support.

I have tried to reproduce this using our demo, but I was not able to. Could you attach a few problematic files where the issue is reproducible?

Best Regards,

Jason Hu

Web Development Support Engineer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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